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Abstract

A technique is described for the design of a fixed-gain feedback

controlier for a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft,

which minimizes the effect of arbitrary variations in the aircraft

dynamics on aircraft performance over varying flight conditions.

The design method involves the assignment of the eigenvalues of

the aircraft model to prescribed locations in the complex plane

and the minimization of their sensitivities to model parameter

variations. This controller is shown to possess better tracking

and regulating capabilities than another fixed-gain controller

designed merely for assignment of eigenvalues using nominal

parameter values, without any consideration of their sensitivity

to plant parameter variations.

The design of controllers for vertical takeoff and land-
ing (VTOL) aircraft has engaged the attention of many
researchers in recent years. Various methods have been
proposed to take into account the fact that the dynamics
of the aircraft change over varying flight conditions. One
such controller is an adaptive controller [1, 2] which
requires on-board computers which are not at present
available in many VTOL aircraft. Also it is quite sophis-
ticated and can be expensive. Another controller which
has been recently proposed [3] utilizes a sensitivity-
reduction method to improve the performance of a fixed-
gain feedback controller designed on the basis of nominal
values of the aircraft model parameters. Although an
on-board computer is not needed, this method calls for
a feed-forward input to be stored and fed in at proper
instants as a varying function of time. Another draw-
back of this method is that the nature of the parameter
variation must be assumed or known in order to compute
the feed-forward input required to be stored. A different
method of designing a fixed-gain feedback controller
which minimizes the effect of arbitrary parameter var-
iations on aircraft performance is presented in this paper.
This design procedure involves the assignment of the
eigenvalues of the aircraft model matrix to prescribed
locations in the complex plane in such a manner that
the sensitivity of the eigenvalues to model parameter
variations is a minimum. Being a constant-gain feedback
controller, it is relatively easy to implement at a reason-
able cost. By computer simulation studies it is shown
that this controller has satisfactory tracking and regu-
lating properties under varying flight conditions. The
design procedure is described in Section II and in the
Appendix. Sections III, IV, and V illustrate the appli-
cation of this procedure to a particular helicopter model.
The conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. Design Procedure

Consider a linear multivariable multi-input dynamic
system described by

x= Ax + Bu

y = Cx (1)
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where x is the n-dimensional state vector, u is the m-dimen-
sional input vector, and y is the p-dimensional output
vector. A, B, and C are respectivey n X n, n X m, and
p X n matrices.

It is desired to design a fixed-gain feedback controller
such that some of the state variables satisfy certain spec-
ified requirements, which, in the case of the VTOL air-
craft are that the transient responses of the controlled
variables do not deviate excessively from acceptable
values and these variables attain in the steady state cer-
tain predetermined values. The former requirement can
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be met by assigning the eigenvalues of the closed-loop
system matrix to prescribed locations in the complex
plane and making them least sensitive to parameter varia-
tions. In order to ensure that the steady-state error will
be zero, the procedure suggested in [4] is followed and
we introduce a new state vector z, governed by the dif-
ferential equation

z Cx+Ixr (2)

where z is a p-dimensional vector, Xr represents the p
variables to be controlled, and I is a p X p identity matrix.
C is the same as in (1). Equations (1) and (2) are then
combined to form the augmented system

x =Ax +BB*u +I*xr (3)

where

A O
A*- ~-- 4---

LC 0Q
B*= |F I*= ?.

be the case in the sequel, choice ofKI = I, a p X p iden-
tity matrix will be sufficient to remove the noncyclicity
of the system matrix.

Combining (3) - (7) we get

[x3 [A -BKI] [X] B[]2

[B1 [01+ JR + x

0 LI
r

or

x =A*X +B*U2 + B*R + I*x
r

where the definition of A* is obvious and B* and I* were

previously defined. The augmented state vector [x Z] T
has dimension n + p. A * will be treated as the new
system matrix for eigenvalue assignment in the second
stage of the design.

(4,

The effect of this augmentation is to make the steady-
state error in the states to be controlled (xr) equal to zero.

In order to assign the eigenvalues of the closed-loop
system matrix to prescribed locations in the complex
plane and also make them least sensitive to parameter
variations, a procedure described in detail in the Appen-
dix is followed. However, in order to do so, it is neces-

sary that the system matrix A * be cyclic (A * will be
cyclic if there exists an n-vector w such that
[w A*w ... A *n- I w] is of full rank). Unfortunately,
A * will never be cyclic since it has multiple eigenvectors
corresponding to its zero eigenvalue. The first step there-
fore is to remove the noncyclicity ofA *. This is achieved
by a method suggested in [4]. This step will be referred
to as the first stage.

First Stage: Let

u=ul +u2 +R (5

Second Stage: The procedure described in the Appendix
is now used to determine the unity-rank (dyadic) feedback
gain matrix KT2 which will assign poles of the closed-
loop system to prescribed locations in the complex plane
and at the same time minimize their sensitivity to param-

eter variations. It should be noted that p = m in this
discussion.

Let

u2= -quo (9)

where uo is a scalar control and q is an m X 1 (or p X 1)
vector of the form

(10)

Let

u0 =kt2 [x zIT

where kt2 is a row vector with n + p elements. We write
)

t2= [kd k]

where u' and u2 are, respectively, the first and second
stage controls, and R is the reference input.
We define the first stage control as

U1 =-KT1 [x zI T

where

(12)

where kd represents the first n elements and kp represents
the remaining p = m elements of kt2. Combining (9) and
(11) we get

(6)
=-qkt[x ITZ KT2 [X IzT (13)

where

KT1 = [° KI]. (7)

Superscript T means matrix or vector transpose. In gen-

eral, KT1 can be chosen arbitrarily subject to the require-
ment that KI is of rank p. However, when p = m, as will

KT2 -kt2 = [KD ,IKP] (14)

Substituting (13) into (8) and making use of (14),
we get
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A - BKD - BKI - BKH E

0+ [ ]R + H ]Xr
or

x = Ax + B*R + I*xr

where the closed-loop system matrix is given by

A BKD I B(KI+Kp)

L -C
A schematic diagram of the closed-loop system repre-

sented by (15) is shown in Fig. 1. The control u in Fig.
1 can be written as

u= -KT X Z] -KT2[x T +R

U =-[KT1 +KT2I [X ZI +R

or

u=-KT[x zIT +R (]

where

KT KT1 +KT2 = [KD KP +KI]

(15)

Xr +K - _Ax

Fig. 1. Block diagram representation of (15).

The control inputs are

ul collective
u2 longitudinal cyclic

- U[:

The control ul is located on the collective pitch lever at
'16) the pilot's side. Its main use is the control over the vertical

velocity of the VTOL aircraft by the selection of a desired
flight angle. The flight path or angle is changed merely
by the pilot applying collective control pressure in an up
or down motion. This control also has some effect on
the horizontal velocity. The control u2 is one of the
controls located on the cyclic control stick immediately
in front of the pilot. Its main use is to control the hori-
zontal velocity of the VTOL aircraft. The up and down
movement of the control (the one we are considering)
changes the forward horizontal velocity of the helicopter
while a left or right movement of the control will change

17) the heading reference to that of the flight indicator.
ul and u2 are not to be confused with ul and u2

defined earlier as the first and second stage controls.
Following [1], the nominal airspeed in assumed to

18) be 135 knots. At this nominal airspeed the system
matrix A and control matrix B are

III. Minimum Sensitivity Controller For a VTOL Aircraft

In this section the design procedure described in Sec-
tion II is applied to a specific VTOL aircraft (helicopter).

Model Dynamics

The model used is that used by Narendra and Tripathi
[1]. As in most other techniques used for VTOL con-
troller design, this model is obtained by linearization of
the system dynamics around a nominal air speed.

The linearized model of the VTOL aircraft in the ver-
tical plane is described by

X = Ax +Bu (19)

where A is the (4 X 4) system matrix, B is the (4 X 2)
control matrix, x is the 4-dimensional state vector, and
u is the 2-dimensional control vector. The state variables
are

Xl
X2
X3
X4

horizontal velocity
vertical velocity
pitch rate
pitch angle.

L

F

all aL12 a13 aL14

a21 a22 a23 a24

a3l a32 a33 a34

a4l a42 a43 a44

-0.0366

0.0482

0.1002

0.0

0.0271 0.0188 -0.4555

-1.01 0.0024 -4.0208

0.3681 -0.707 1.42

0.0 1.0 0.0

0.4422 0.1761

3.5446 -7.5922

-5.52 4.49

0.0 0.0
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As the aircraft deviates from its nominal air speed, all
the elements in the first three rows of both matrices change.
Since the most significant changes occur in the elements
a32 and a34 , the rest of the elements can be assumed to
remain constant without serious loss of accuracy.

Design Objectives

Stated in general terms, the objectives of the design are:
1) to enable the VTOL aircraft to go from one steady state
to another steady state without excessive transient fluctua-
tions in the controlled variables (this will determine the
tracking capability of the controller); and 2) to minimize
the transient fluctuations in the controlled variables when
the VTOL aircraft is subject to disturbances (this will
determine the regulating capability of the controller).

By proper choice of the controlled variables, a suitable
controller can be designed for achieving various practical
objectives. In this paper, the following two specific objec-
tives are chosen: 1) It should be possible to take the
VTOL aircraft from one horizontal velocity to another
horizontal velocity in a smooth fashion with minimum
fluctuations in the vertical velocity which is zero to begin
with. 2) When cruising horizontally at a constant speed
the effect of wind gusts and similar disturbances on both
the horizontal velocity and the zero vertical velocity
should be minimized.

The horizontal velocity x1 and the vertical velocity
x2 of the VTOL aircraft are therefore chosen as the out-
put variables to be controlled. This means that the C
matrix in (1) is given by

C 1 0 0 0
0= 1 07J

Note that p = m = 2 in this example; n 4. If we define
the vector z in (2) as

[Z2] [X6:]

then (2) becomes

X5 =-Xi + Xrl

X6 -X2 + Xr2

where xrl and Xr2 are the reference values for the horizon-
tal and vertical velocities, respectively.

First Stage: Since p = m, we choose the matrix KT1
in (6) as KI

KTl=

The matrix A * at the nominal air speed of 135 knots
is given by (see (8))

r -0.0366

0.0482

0.1002
A*=

0.0

-1.0

0.0

0.0271 0.0188 -0.4555

-1.01 0.0024 -4.0208

0.3681 -0.707

0.0

0.0

-1.0

-0.4422 -0.1761

-3.5446 7.5922

5.52

0.0

0.0

0.0

-4.49

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

1.42

0.0

0.0

0.0

We now consider A* as the open-loop system matrix for
the second stage of the design.

Second Stage: It is now desired to obtain the dyadic
feedback gain matrix KT2 to assign the closed-loop poles
of the augmented helicopter system to the following loca-
tions in the complex frequency plane: s1 = -4.0, S2 = -3.0,
S3 -2.0,S4 =-1.5, ss=-1.0 +jl.O, and S6 = -1.0-l .0.

Since only the parameters a32 and a34 ofA are varying
with changes in the horizontal air speed, the minimum
eigenvalue sensitivity functional is given by

J=ff(532 1)2 + ( ISi 1)2

where the definition of the sensitivity functions S is given
in the Appendix. The functional J is a function of q. The
minimum value ofJ occurs when q = [1 0.562] T. This
results in the minimum eigenvalue sensitivity matrix
KT2 of

\ 8.8193 0.6028 -2.1379 -10.1264
KT2 = 4.9553 0.3381 -1.2012 -5.6897

~~~~~-

V
.J s ......

K

-9.6836 8.3666

\5.44087 4.7009J

KP
and the total minimum eigenvalue sensitivity feedback
matrix KT of
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[8.8193 0.6028 -2.1379 -10.1264

KT =

A.9553 0.3381 _-1.2012t -5:.6897,
K-D

-8.6836 8.3666

V-5.4408 5.7009j
KP +KI

[13.3175 -1.2647
K =T2

L 39.9526 -3.7940

-15.3930 3.4701

-46.1789 10.4103 j

-3.3333 -7.1020

-10.0000 -21.3059

The matrix A in (16) becomes using the same KT1 as in the minimum sensitivity design,
the complete feedback controller turned out to be

-4.8091 -0.2986 1.1757 5.0244 1
13.3175 -1.2647

6.4084 -0.5760 -1.5394 -11.3237 KT=
39.9526 -3.7940

26.5339 2.1718 -7.1149 -28.9313

1.0

0.0

-1.0 0.0

0.0

0.0

-3.3333 -7.1020

-10.0000 -21.3059

-14.3930 3.4701

-46.1789 11.4103 j

Use of this KT resulted in the closed-loop system matrix of

0.0

4.7980 -4.7036

-10.5281 13.6260

-23.5041 20.5868

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

It can be verified that the eigenvalues ofA are at the
desired locations in the complex plane. As mentioned
earlier the above design was carried out at the nominal
air speed of 135 knots. It has been shown in [1] that
the parameters a32 and a34 of the matrix A vary non-

linearly with air speed. In range of 60 knots to 170 knots,
the bounds for these two elements are 0.06635 < a32 (t) <
0.5047 and 0.1 198 < a 4(t) < 2.526. The sensitivity of
the eigenvalue locations for variations in the elements
a32 and a34 when the air speed changed from 135 to 60
knots and from 135 to 170 knots are given in Table I.

The table also includes corresponding figures obtained
with another fixed-gain controller, the details of which
follow immediately.

Another controller was designed to assign the poles
of the closed-loop system to the same locations as be-
fore. No parameter variations were considered. The con-

troller design was carried out using the nominal values
of the system matrix. Choice of q = [ 1 3 ] T resulted
in the dyadic feedback gain matrix KT2 as

-12.9613 1.2544 3.2538 6.4370

256.1712 -25.3318 -64.1044 -140.6057

-105.7743 10.4231 25.7931 57.8806

0.0

-1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 -1.0

14.4967 -3.5438

-299.5822 74.3289

127.8941 -32.0772

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

which also has the desired pole locations as can be veri-
fied. For purposes of convernience this second con-

troller is referred to as the arbitrary controller.
A comparison of the above results reveals that the

variations in the poles of the closed-loop system, due to
changes in the system plant parameters, are appreciably
less when the minimum sensitivity design approach is
used to obtain the feedback controller.
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TABLE I
Comparison of Eigenvalue Sensitivities with Minimum Sensitivity and Arbitrary Controllers

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
Change in Percent Change Percent Change in Locations of Eigenvalues ofA*
Air Speed in Elements

a32 and a34

a3 2 \34 As1 a

2 AS3 &4 As5 AS6

minimum sensitivity control 38 62 3.2 49 48 48
135-60 knots 82 92

arbitrary control 133 72 84 82 177 177
minimum sensitivity control 25.7 64 84 38 42 42

135-170 knots 37 78
arbitrary control 106 153 3.2 70 66 66

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of minimum sensitivity controller of VTOL aircraft.

IV. Tracking Capabilities of Minimum Sensitivity
and Arbitrary Controllers

To compare the tracking capabilities of the two con-

trollers designed in the preceding section, the entire system
was simulated on a digital computer using continuous

system modeling program (CSMP). A schematic diagram
of the control system is shown in Fig. 2.

The responses of the system with both controllers
were obtained when accelerating from 60 to 135 knots
and again when accelerating from 135 to 170 knots. The
following steps were involved in the simulations.

1) To begin the simulation at 60 knots,
a) R = [r, r2 I T [0.4 0.41 T was arbitrarily
chosen;
b) for xrl and Xr2 equal to 1.0 and 0.0, respec-
tively, the steady-state values were obtained for
the other variables as xi = 1.0, X2 = 0-0, X3 = 0.0,
and X4 =-0.018.

2) To accelerate from 60 to 135 knots
a) R = [1.0 1.0]T was chosen:
b) initial conditions were set as obtained in 1); and
c) xrl and Xr2 equaled 3.0 and 0.0, respectively.

3) To accelerate from 135 to 170 knots
a) R = [ 1.25 1.25 ] T was chosen;
b) initial conditions were set as obtained in 2); and
c) xrl and xr2 equaled 5.0 and 0.0, respectively.

The variable disturbance w was omitted during the simula-
tion of tracking capabilities of the two controllers. It was
included in regulation studies (see Section V).

The responses, i.e., the horizontal (xl ) and vertical (x2)
velocities when accelerating from 60 to 135 knots, are

shown in F;gs. 3 and 4, respectively. In Figs. 5 and 6
x, and x2 are shown when accelerating from 135 to 170
knots. The responses are shown for both minimum sen-

sitivity and the arbitrary controllers.

V. Regulating Capabilities of the Two Controllers

In this section we look at the ability of the controllers
to maintain a constant output, i.e., zero steady-state
error of the chosen outputs, when the system is subject
to disturbawsces. The disturbance vector is

w= [w W2 IT
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- MINIMUM SENSITIVITY CONTROLLER

-_ ARBITRARY CONTROLLER 4

Xi

5 10 15 20
TIME (sec)

Fig. 3. Transient behavior of horizontal velocity of helicopter when
accelerating from 60 to 135 knots.

Fig. 4. Transient behavior of vertical velocity for the conditions
stated in Fig. 3.

- MINIMUM SENSITIVITY CONTROLLER
* ARBITRARY CONTROLLER

TIME (sec)

Fig. 5. Transient behavior of horizontal velocity of helicopter
when accelerating from 135 to 170 knots.

Fig. 6. Transient behavoir of vertical velocity for the conditions
stated in Fig. 5.

10 15 20
TIME (sec)

- ~MINIMUM SENSITIVITY CONTROLLER x2
- ARBITRARY CONTROLLER

-2

-4

-8

-10

-12

30
TIME (sec)

- ~MINIMUM SENSITIVITY CONTROLLER

z- ARBITRARY CONTROLLER

For a desired horizontal velocity of 135 knots and zero

vertical velocity, the following nominal values were
selected:

1) pilot inputs:
r, = 1.0
r2 = 1.0

2) reference values:
Xrl = 3.0

Xr2 = 0.0.

The disturbance vector used in the simulations is
shown in Fig. 7. The responses (deviations 6xl and
Sx2 from the nominal steady-state values) for the two
controllers are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. It is seen that
the minimum sensitivity controller performs better than
the arbitrary controller.

VI. Conclusions

Fig. 7. Disturbance vector w = [w1 w2 T used in regulation studies.
(A) Component wl. (B) Component w2.

0.5

WI 0

-0.5

01
-ii.--

1 2 31 4 5_I. II6 7 8 9 10

TIME (sec)

-1.01

0.5

W2

-0.5
A method of designing a fixed-gain feedback con-

troller which minimizes the effect of changes in aircraft
dynamics on the performance of a VTOL aircraft has been

(A)

n4

ol 1- -1 . -1.2 3 4 5 6 7 SU 9U 10

TIME (sec)

-O-0.

(B)
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--- MINIMUM SENSITIVITY CONTROLLER

__-. ARBITRARY CONTROLLER

B is the n X r input matrix. This multi-input system is
reduced to an equivalent single-input system by defin-
ing a new scalar input u' as

u=qu +R (A2)

where

TIME (sec) q = [l,qi, ...,q-,]T (A3)

4

2

BX2
-2

-4

2.

Fig. 8. Deviation from nominal value of horizontal velocity of 135
knots due to wind disturbance w.

Fig. 9. Deviation from nominal value of vertical velocity due to
wind disturbance w.

- MINIMUM SENSTIVTY CONTROLLER
*.* * ARBITRARY CONTROLLER

AAw4A.

presented. It is shown that this minimum sensitivity
controller performs better than another fixed-gain con-
troller designed based on nominal values of the aircraft
model without any consideration of parameter variations.
Being a fixed-gain controller, the minimum sensitivity
controller should be simpler and less expensive than the
more expensive (although more sophisticated) adaptive
controllers that have been proposed by earlier researchers.

Appendix

Pole Assignment with Minimum Eigenvalue Sensitivity
to Plant Parameter Variations

is an mr-dimensional column vector, and R is the m-dimen-
sional external input control vector. Then using (A2),
(Al) becomes

x =Ax +Bqu'+BR. (A4)

Now a feedback control

u'= kx

is designed such that the poles (eigenvalues) of the closed-
loop system

>=(A+Bqk)x+BR (A(

are at the prescribed locations sl, s2, ..., sn in the com-
plex plane k is an n-dimensional row vector. It is a func-
tion of the m-dimensional vector q in the sense that the
values of the elements of k depend on the values of the
elements of q.

For the sake of convenience we write (A6) as

x = A + BR (A2

where

A =A +Bqk or A +bqk.

In general q is chosen arbitrarily. In the present dis-
cussion q will be chosen to minimize the sensitivity of
the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system to variations
in the elements of A. Once q is chosen, the vector k is
determined for the specified eigenvalue (pole) locations.
The m X n unity rank feedback matrix K for the closed-
loop system in (A6) is then obtained as

In this Appendix a procedure is described for assigning
the closed-loop poles of a feedback control system to spec-
ified locations in the complex frequency plane in such
a way that the poles have minimum sensitivity to plant
parameter variations. The discussion follows closely the
work of Gourishankar and Ramar [51.

Consider a linear time invariant multivariable system
represented by

x =Ax+Bu (Al)

where x is an n-dimensional state vector, u is an r-dimen-
sional input vector,A is the n X n system matrix, and

K=qk. (A9)

Eigenvalue Sensitivity

Following Morgan [6] the sensitivity SJQ of any pole
(eigenvalue) si of the closed-loop system matrix A in
equation (A7) with respect to a "small" variation in the
element a1Q of the open-loop system matrix A is defined
as

S =-k= a si/a a.Q = [ 1 /g'(si)] [tr R(si) (a A /a a1g)I
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS VOL. AES-16, NO. 2 MARCH 1980
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where

g'(si) is the derivative of the closed-loop system
characteristic polynomial with respect to s
evaluated at s = si;

R(si) is the adjoint (siI - A), I is the n X n identi
matrix; and

tr denotes the trace of a matrix.

As can be seen from (A7), the closed-loop system
matrix.A, is a function of q and k; k is a function of
and therefore the sensitivity s$ is directly a function
q. In order to minimize the effect of the variations in
the parameter a,k on SIk a sensitivity function is for-
mulated as [6]

n nn

i=1 j=1 Q=1 II
The objective is to determine q such that J is a mi

imum. In order to facilitate the minimization proced
we transform the matrix pair (A, bq) to a phase-varial
or canonical form. Following [7] we introduce a tra
formation matrix P(q) such that

x=P(q)1 z

where a1 , a2, ... acn are the known coefficients of the
closed-loop characteristic equation

sn +a"sf 1l+an 2 +...+a2s+a,=0. (A16)

We can rewrite (Al 0) in terms of the transformed
equation as

(Al17)

t where
of

L(si) is the adjoint (siI - AO), noting this is indepen-
dent of q by the definition ofAo in (A15).
Now substituting (A 14) into (Al 7) we have

(All) S= [l/g(sI)] tr [ (L(si) {d PP(q)(A + bqk)

ure,
ble
ns- or

ASQ= 1/g'(s1)] tr {P(q)1 L(s,) P(q)

* [a (A + bqk)Ia aQ] }. (A18)

or

Since only the elements ofA are varying

Now using the transformation equation (Al 2) we
obtain the following transformed closed-looped system
equation:

i = Aoz + P(q)BR

[a (A + bqk)la agQ] = a A/a agQ + [a (bqk)/a a1Q]

or

(A13) [a (A + bqk)/a agQ] = aA/aa,Q.

where By using (A19) in (A18), we obtain

(A14) S= [l/g'(s1)] PQ(q)1 L(si)Pi(q)

The preselection of the desired poles of the closed-looped
system matrix A determines the elements ofAo, where
AO in canonical form is written as

0

0

0

1 0 ... 0

O 1

o ... o ... 0

-a1 a2

0

1

--a
n

where

Pk(q)-' is the Qth row of P(q)r and
Pj(q) is the jth column of P(q).

Using (A20) in (Al 1) we have the sensitivity func-
tional J, strictly as a function of the variable q. We can

now minimize the functional J with respect to q; the

(Al15) required k necessary for the desired pole locations can

then be easily determined by use of (A14). Once k is
known, the minimum sensitivity controllerK is obtained
by (A9).
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z = P(q)x. (A12)

AO = P(q)(A + bqk) P(qT1 .

(Al9)

(A20)

i.-k = [Ilg'(si)] tr [L(si)(a Ao/a aik)]
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